
Webinar Q&A

Q1. What approach to compliance would you advise for an issuer with an existing master continuing 

disclosure agreement that covers multiple outstanding issues of parity bonds? 

We think the best answer would be to start a new master continuing disclosure undertaking or agreement 

(hereinafter a “CDU” or “CDA”) for all transactions after 2/27/19 which conforms to the new rule.  This might be 

easier for the officials who are implementing the CDU.  This would also avoid having to figure out how to amend 

an existing CDU, which can only be done in certain, limited circumstances as permitted under the Rule and the 

terms of the CDU. 

Q2. Would a revised confirmation on an existing swap relating to outstanding bonds require 

disclosure under the new rule? 

If the revised confirmation materially changes covenants, events of default, remedies, priority rights or other 

similar terms which might affect security holders, it should be reported. 

Q3. Regarding the amendments to 15c2-12 and underwriter diligence, can the SEC offer perspective 

on the scope of “reasonable diligence” it expects from underwriters and whether there is any 

distinction with regard to scope (we know the standard is the same) and depth of diligence for 

competitive versus negotiated deals? 

The SEC Release and other statements indicate recognition that an underwriter has different ability to diligence 

an issuer's prior compliance in a competitive vs. a negotiated sale.  This shouldn't be any different with regard to 

these two new events and the Adopting Release referred to this point.  The underwriter in any situation needs to 

ensure that the issuer's CDA correctly includes the new events. 

Q4. Termination of a municipal lease (a "financial obligation") by an act of nonappropriation for 

reasons which do not "reflect financial difficulties" are outside of the scope of new event (16). 

Do you think nondisclosure of such a termination would create compliance risk? 

One should examine such a situation carefully.  Often the reason an issuer declines to appropriate for a "subject 

to annual appropriation" lease is financial pressure.  It isn't difficult, in hindsight, to assert that the nonappropriation 

was due to financial difficulties, so the best course would be to report it.  This most likely would have been 

discussed in a public meeting of the governing board, so it will be public knowledge anyway. 

Q5. If a school district does a GO bond and 6 months later does a private placement lease, is the 

lease an item that needs to be reported as a part of the new event notice since it is being paid 

from a different fund? 

Even if the new lease is paid from a different fund, it may be that a default, for instance, under the lease could 

have an impact on the school district's issuer rating, and thus may be material to the GO bondholders.  Unless 

you can be convinced that no event under the lease could impact the GO bondholders it would be safest to make 

a filing under item (15) and then report on any future event relevant to the lease. 

Q6. Can you expound on pre-2/27/19 issued commercial paper in relation to triggering the new 

"financial obligation" reporting requirements? 

We do not think rolling over CP or issuing additional CP under an existing program within its parameters needs 

to be reported.  However, if, say, the maximum amount of CP is increased, this should be reported.  We hope the 

SEC staff will provide more guidance on just how CP will be handled under the new Rule.
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Q7. Will bank loans have identification numbers? How will they be posted to EMMA? 

Generally the banks making direct purchases want to treat them as loans rather than securities, and do not obtain 

CUSIP numbers.  EMMA will set up functions to allow reporting under the new events.  It will be up to the issuer 

to decide how to report the material terms of a new bank loan, either by creating a summary of the terms or 

posting a copy of the loan agreement with any necessary redactions. 

Q8. How do you view rating agency bias in the municipal market place? A lot of upgrades happen 

as deals come to market. Should there be more independent credit analysis? 

We are not in a position to judge whether any such bias exists.  Whatever the reason, if there is a rating change 

on a security subject to a CDA, it needs to be reported. 

Q9. How can I obtain a copy of the letter from SEC staff to NABL that you mentioned? 

You may go to the main website at sec.gov, then go to the page for Office of Municipal Securities.  Click on "No 

Action Letters and Staff Interpretive Guidance," and then look for "NABL I" and "NABL 2" Interpretive Letters.  

These are dated June 23, and September 19, 1995, respectively. 

Q10. In determining when a lease is a financial obligation, what is the relevance of the historic capital 

lease v. operating lease distinction? 

That pre-GASB 87 distinction would be relevant for these purposes, but it would still be wise to look at the details 

of the lease to conclude whether or not it represented in substance a borrowing of money.  Also, compare it to 

similar leases to see if it is really part of the ordinary course of business, and for many routine items it would be 

immaterial in amount. 

Q11. Why was "default" rather than "event of default" as in Form 8-K used in Item 16 since event of 

default, because it typically requires notice, is more likely to be known than a default, which can 

occur based on circumstances which may not be known? 

See pages 60-61 of the Adopting Release which explained the SEC's reason for this formulation. 

Q12. Wouldn't it make sense to tie the compliance date for the amendments to the effectiveness of 

GASB 88 requiring expanded disclosure of debt in financial statements? 

Yes, that might have made sense but the SEC didn't do so; we have to deal with what they did adopt and when 

it goes into effect.  It may be the case that the SEC didn't want to wait on the new Rule for GASB 88 to go into 

effect. 

Q13. Are you seeing early adoption; are you recommending early adoption? 

We addressed this in the webinar.  We do not recommend early adoption, nor is it required in any way.
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Q14. So in a CDA filed March 2019, does it need to include private debt that has been in place since 

pre-2019? 

As stated in the webinar, the new events are not retroactive to transactions or CDAs in effect prior to 2/27/19.  For 

a new deal after that date, as described in the webinar, some of the reporting requirements could relate to pre-

existing private loans. 

Q15. Does an event notice need to be filed if a new private placement included a private placement 

memo that is listed on EMMA? 

Apparently, the SEC's view is that for a private placement made after 2/27/19 to be excluded from the requirement 

for future notices, the issuer must have a private placement memo (“PPM”) posted to EMMA and must agree to 

enter into a CDA for that private placement. Posting a PPM would comply with the requirement to disclose the 

content of a new private placement loan, assuming the PPM contains all material information about the new loan.  

However the issuer should still post a short material event notice in addition to posting the PPM, and incorporate 

the PPM by reference for details about the loan. Details about the voluntary posting of a PPM or other offering 

document may have to come further from the SEC and/or MSRB. See also pages 57-59 of the Adopting Release. 

Q16. If a lease is being paid by m&o, but all debt is supported by i&s, does the lease need to be 

reported? 

We are not exactly sure what your question is but if the lease operates as a vehicle to borrow money it will need 

to be disclosed even if it is paid with the issuer's m&o tax. See also the answer to #5. 

Q17. For Rebecca - how will the SEC view state bond guaranty programs, for which there is a state 

intercept for payment of local government bonds? Does the SEC view these contingent 

liabilities, which may be individually small, but collectively large, to be "financial obligations" 

of state governments? 

This is a good question which we hope will be addressed by the SEC.  Consider, however, that these intercept 

programs aren't really using state funds. Rather, they are a method to make sure money which belongs to the 

local government gets to the bond trustee first.  If there is none or insufficient state funds allocated to the local 

government to cover debt service, the state is not obligated to make up the difference, so the arrangement 

shouldn't be considered a financial obligation of the state.  If it is so obligated, that's a different issue. 

Q18. Obligations that are incurred in connection with municipal securities that are disclosed in an 

OS that is posted to EMMA will not be subject to the financial obligation exclusion? 

The SEC view seems to be that in addition to posting the OS, the issuer has to enter into a CDA, as if the 

transaction were subject to Rule 15c2-12.  We may need more guidance on how an issuer can "opt in" to Rule 

15c2-12. See pages 57-59 of the Adopting Release.
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Q19. With regards to draw down bonds, are you saying that a filing that is done once the draw down 

bond program is created/enforceable will also apply to the subsequent draws under such 

program? 

The reporting obligation occurs when the obligation is legally enforceable against the issuer or obligated person, 

not necessarily on the first draw. Once the obligation is disclosed, any individual draws do not have to be 

additionally disclosed. See pages 31-32 of the Adopting Release. 

Q20. Could you please elaborate on the CDU amendments, like the case of the water bonds? 

Guidance from SEC staff from back in 1995 indicates that CDUs can be amended only in very limited 

circumstances.  This guidance can be found in the "NABL I" Interpretive Letter, which can be found on the SEC 

website.  See answer to question #19 for directions.  Most CDUs mirror this guidance.   

Q21. May an issuer qualify the two new events and "financial obligation" definition in CDAs to 

conform to the guidance in the adopting release? 

It seems pretty clear that at a minimum the CDA should include the exact language of the two new events and 

also the definition of Financial Obligation.  It would seem that in some manner the issuer should also be given 

additional guidance, derived from the Adopting Release and perhaps other guidance we may obtain from SEC 

staff between now and February 27, on how the new Rule should be interpreted and applied.  We will need more 

guidance from the SEC on this point.  Several different approaches may be possible. 

Q22. The adopting release states that issuers may give notice either by summarizing material terms 

or filing a redacted copy of a financial obligation, depending on facts and circumstances. What 

facts or circumstances, if any, would preclude either method of providing notice? 

The Release seems to indicate either method is permissible, and it is up to the issuer to decide which one to use.  

The Release doesn't have guidance on why one method would be impermissible, but one might conceive of a 

circumstance where, for instance, a loan document, even with redaction of a few confidential numbers, is so 

lengthy that the SEC could argue that posting it was not a reasonable way to convey information.  This is another 

good question for the SEC. 
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